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Al Tayer praised the association's efforts to consolidate solidarity and social cohesion and promote the noble values of Emirati society ...
HE Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer praises the efforts of Dubai Women's Association
“If attending an Arab Muslim wedding for the first time ... During the ceremony, the sheikh lays out the terms of the marriage and a contract is signed by both parties. Here, it is important ...
7 Arab Muslim Wedding Traditions You Need to Know
Kane is poised to join Man City in a blockbuster £160m deal after Spurs chairman Levy agreed to let him leave, says The Sun.
Report: Levy gives Kane green light to make £160m City move
Actress Yami Gautam's low key wedding to filmmaker Aditya Dhar surprised many. While many couldn't get over the simplicity of the wedding, others lauded the couple for following the traditional ...
Yami Gautam shares memorable wedding moment with 'camera shy' father | Watch VIDEO
Employees who accept or give wedding dowry will no longer have a ... was formally incorporated into the employment contract this week, Aries Group CEO Sohan Roy said. Employees who violate the ...
This UAE-based firm will no longer employ those who accept or give dowry
Cairo is known to have some of the oldest and most beautiful mosques in the world. While people tend to celebrate historical mosques and their iconic architecture styles, some mosques which were built ...
Exploring Cairo’s Most Beautiful Mosques
The Sharia marriage judge is responsible for writing marriage contracts and conducting the procedures by ... We respect this position, but the majority of citizens were supportive.” Sheikh Hossam ...
Meet Palestine's first female marriage officiant
They were the children of Sheikh Mohammed bin Laden ... whose international airport he has inevitably won the contract to expand. More than a dozen bin Laden brothers and half-brothers sit on the SBG ...
Meet the other bin Ladens
Sheikh Saeed wastes no time ... They buy the fabric and get the contracts with companies that sell clothing and bags in upscale malls in India and abroad. The wedding trousseau business is ...
Vendors vanishing to extinction as India hurtles forward
000 for a small-scale intimate wedding with 50 guests," said Heller. "For something bigger, budgets could go into anything between Dh70,000 and Dh250,000," she added. Heena Khan and Vasim Sheikh ...
UAE: Wedding planners hope for an industry revival this season
Last December, Mehmood Sultan received a call from director Yasir Nawaz, who asked if he would like to play his part in a wedding scene ... giants Hassan Zia and Sheikh Amjad Rasheed.
Bradford cabbie Mehmood Sultan lands rom com film role in Wrong No. 2
After failing to meet the deadline to supply vaccines for the Corona Virus, Sheikh Ahmed Dalmook Al Maktoum has written to the Ministry of Health to terminate the contract. Health Minister Kwaku ...
Government terminates contract as Maktoum struggles to raise vaccines
The Dubai Sheikh with whom Ghana signed a contract for the supply of Sputnik V vaccines against COVID-19, has terminated the contract, Ghana’s Health Minister, Kwaku Agyeman-Manu, told the ...
Dubai Sheikh terminates Sputnik V contract with Ghana - Agyeman-Manu reveals
“Sadly, our industry is not recovering as quickly as hoped,” said Emirates CEO and chairman, Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed ... coverage for passengers who contract the virus while traveling.
Emirates Air posts $5.5B loss as virus disrupts travel
As Paris Fashion Week shifts into high gear today — with Lacroix absent from the calendar for the first time in decades — an Ajman sheikh has ... It is understood contracts were not yet ...
Christian Lacroix Attracts Middle Eastern Bid
As per the committee’s decisions, the street celebrations known as ‘Mawlid’ as well as wedding and mourning ... the cities of Hurghada and Sharm El-Sheikh after tourism workers are vaccinated.
Egypt to extend opening hours for commercial venues on Tuesday
For seven years Ritesh Wadhwa and his father ran the canteen at the College of Vocational Studies (CVS) in Sheikh Sarai in New ... on providing aid to contract workers. “Additional funding ...
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